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With the defeat of Napoleon and the return to peace following 1815, the
campaign for educational reform got underway once again in Britain. This time it was
part of the general reform movement closely linked with the effort of the middle
classes to gain more power in the established agencies of government which were still
largely in the control of the landed gentry. The Radicals in Parliament, led by Lord
Henry Brougham and David Ricardo, and the Utilitarians, whose chief theoreticians
were James Mill and Jeremy Bentham, became the spearhead for the age of reform.
It was during this period that the goals for modern education in Britain received
major definition. The refrains heard more and more from now on were: universal
education, free education, compulsory education, secular education, useful education,
and scientific education. The variations on the theme cannot be played out in detail
here.2 The point is that the middle-class spokesmen, like Brougham, Mill, Bentham,
and Place, and working-class spokesmen, like Robert Owen, Richard Carlile, William
Thompson, Thomas Hodgskin, and William Lovett all developed similar conclusions
from quite different assumptions and intentions.
Up to 1832 the working and middle classes cooperated to achieve some of the
reforms of the Radicals and Utilitarians. Lord Broughan introduced the first bill to be
brought into Parliament advocating universal, compulsory elementary education to be
provided by the state (1820). But it had no chance of success while children worked
all day long in the factories. The Radicals also set up Mechanics Institutes for the adult
education of workers in the industrial centers, and organized the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1826). Meanwhile, the workers themselves organized
scores of Corresponding Societies and Hampden Clubs which conducted systematic
classes of lectures, readings, and discussions on political, scientific, and public affairs.
Some of these societies conducted their own schools on the Sunday school or infant
school model.
Eventually, the Reform Act of 1832 was passed, gaining greater representation
in Parliament for the middle classes in the towns and cities, but not extending the
suffrage to the propertyless working classes. Also the Education Act of 1833 was
passed, but the ringing cries for universal, free, compulsory, secular education were far
from embodied in it. Lord Brougham had retreated from his secular stance; a very mild
measure was passed that approved not more than £20,000 to aid the two voluntary
Protestant religious societies to build schoolhouses "for the education of the Poorer
Classes in Great Britain." A Factory Act at the same time prohibited labor of children
under nine years of age, restricted the labor of those between nine and thirteen to
forty-eight hours a week or nine hours in a single day, and of those from thirteen to
eighteen to sixty-nine hours a week or twelve hours in a day. These achievements,
difficult as they were to come by, strike the present-day observer as something less
than revolutionary. A token step toward compulsory education was made by requiring
children under thirteen to have two hours of schooling a day, but with no funds
allotted for enforcing the regulation and with children working eight hours a day in
the factories, the two hours a day in school could not amount to much even where it
was tried.
Because the workers got neither the suffrage nor the ten-hour day they had been
2Ibid., chaps. 3-5.

